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EDITORIAL

Implementation of goal-directed therapy needs a boost, and it 
is called assisted fluid management
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It is a fact of life: implementation of something new, any-
thing new at all, on the work floor is challenging. Even when 
your new protocol is as evidence based as a new protocol 
can be, implementation demands perseverance. One of the 
reasons for this difficulty is that changing behavior without 
the presence of logistical, procedural, or technical errors on 
the work floor does not motivate clinical collectives to action 
[1]. To make behavioral and professional change possible 
clinicians should be taught about the why, what (how) and 
when a certain new protocol or device will be implemented. 
Repetitive teaching and communication is key.

An intriguing example of reproducible clinical finding 
that is still not embraced by everybody is central venous 
pressure (CVP) as a measure for the filling status or fluid 
responsiveness of a patient. Despite an impressive amount of 
literature that has been published over the last two decades 
on this matter, showing that CVP is not an adequate predic-
tor for volume status or fluid responsiveness there are still 
colleagues out there who believe the exact opposite. Hence, 
the use of so called dynamic variables for volume status, i.e. 
stroke volume variation (SVV) or pulse pressure variation 
(PVV) is of yet not the golden standard.

Honest research may be hard work, implementing repro-
ducible results can be even harder. Implementation of Goal-
Directed Therapy (GDT), which in part uses the abovemen-
tioned dynamic variables, at the operating room (OR) is 
no exception. Multiple studies [2–5] showed reduction in 
postoperative complications after use of GDT compared 
to controls. Also, the European Society of Anaesthesiol-
ogy (ESA) incorporated GDT in Guidelines on non-cardiac 

surgery: cardiovascular assessment and therapy [6]. Today, 
based on the accumulating evidence underlining the advan-
tages of goal-directed fluid therapy, one could think that 
broad implementation of GDT in the OR setting is a piece 
of cake. Unfortunately, nothing could be further from the 
truth! Disbelieve, lack of education and workload may stand 
in the way of adherence to and implementation of GDT pro-
tocols [7].

Behold! In this journal’s issue, a new clinical decision 
support system is introduced [8]. This system, Assisted Fluid 
Management (AFM) was designed to help ease some of the 
workload associated with GDT protocol implementation. 
As described by Joosten et al. [8] the system can suggest 
fluid bolus administration and continuously re-assess the 
patient’s needs for further intra operative fluid administra-
tion. In short, the researchers compared a cohort of histori-
cal patients in whom a SVV based GDT protocol was used 
(control group) with prospectively included patient in whom 
GDT was assisted by AFM (AFM group). The researchers 
hypothesized that the use of AFM would result in a higher 
percentage of time spent under SVV cut-off value of 13%. 
In other words, the patient would be less fluid responsive 
which probably would be accompanied by a better cardiac 
performance. In addition, as a result of better GDT protocol 
adherence the number of complications could be reduced 
[8].

The null hypothesis was not rejected: during surgery 
patients in the AFM group spent significantly more time 
under the SVV cut-off value of 13% while these patients 
received approximately 400 ml less fluids. In addition, the 
mean arterial pressure (MAP) in the AFM group was higher. 
In contrast, significantly more patients in the control group 
received noradrenaline. Finally, despite the very high (97%) 
adherence to the AFM system in the clinical setting no dif-
ferences in complications between groups was observed.

What does this study tell us about AFM and its influence 
on decision making in hemodynamic monitoring during 
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surgery? Well, a definitive answer whether we should imple-
ment this system in our daily practice is not provided.

First, what was really compared here? Maybe we are 
looking at the comparison of two different GDT protocols, 
i.e. a SVV based protocol (control group) versus a SV target 
based protocol (AFM group). Indeed the system seems to 
rely on SVV to guide boli. However, the AFM system had 
a user-configurable target (standard 15%) for SV response 
after fluid bolus. One could argue that the latter is a more 
physiologically driven approach resulting in better cardiac 
performance. Of note, underlying algorithms must be expli-
cable and robust so the clinician can be convinced of its use. 
The fact that the patients in the AFM group received less 
fluids is mainly the result of a lower maintenance crystalloid 
volume. Interestingly, this could be an argument to set a new 
standard for maintenance volume: zero.

Second, the compliance to the GDT protocol in the histor-
ical group (control group) is not known. Hence, a true com-
parison is not possible. Also, it cannot be excluded that the 
involved clinicians partially fell prey to investigators bias: 
the AFM system relieves the clinician of some workload 
which can be very tempting at times. The high compliance 
presented may not be entirely reproducible. However, the 
result of the different methods is the significant difference in 
time under the SVV cut-off value and that counts! A better 
performance in GDT protocol adherence is an important step 
to a more patient tailored approach with an overall reduction 
of perioperative reduction of perioperative complications in 
high surgical patients.

As mentioned by the investigators themselves, outcomes 
should be interpreted with caution given the difference in 
baseline POSSUM physiology score. Also, sample size is 
relatively small.

Even in an environment where GDT has been widely 
adopted AFM made a positive difference. The system proved 
to be reliable in a clinical setting: the compliance to the 
system was high and non-effective recommended boli were 
practically non-existent. Albeit the shortcomings of the 
study, its results are very encouraging. This study deserves 
continuation, preferably in the form of a randomized con-
trolled trial.

In conclusion, efforts to improve perioperative hemody-
namic monitoring with better outcomes as the ultimate goal 

can be supported by AFM. Nevertheless, teaching efforts on 
the use of GDT itself will probably be necessary for a long 
time to come.
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